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ON A pLlwE WIMG EiAVIRG 45' OF i53mEPmoK, Am ASPECT 
RATIO OF 3, ABD A TAPER RATIO GF 0.5 
By Carl D. Kolbe and Frederick W. Boltz 
An investigation was conducted to determine the effects of scale 
and compressibility on the forces, mmnts, and pressure distrfbution 
on a wing having an aspect ratio of 3 and a taper ratio of 0.5. The 
line joining the q,uarte&ord points of the afrfoil sections was swept 
back 45O and the airfoil sections perpendicular to this line were the 
NAOA &AOlO. 
Lift, drag, ati pitchjng4mm.e nt dats and the chordwise distributfon 
of static pressure at seven spam%se stations are presented for Remolds 
numbers up to 18,000,000 at a constant Mach number of 0.25; for Mach 
mmibers ranging from 0.08 to 0.96 at a oonstant Reynolds number of 
4,000,OOO; and for Mach numbers of 0.08, 0.25, and 0.60 at a constant 
Reynolds nmiber of ~,OOO,GOO. 
It was indicated from the force and moment data. that, for all Mach 
mmibers and Reynolds rumibers in the test range, no apparant flow sepa- 
ration existed near the leading edge of-the ting for lift coefficfents 
less than 0.3. At higher lfft coefficients, the initiation of flow sep 
aration and reattachment near the leading ed@e of the outer sections of 
the wing was generally accompanied by‘& increase ti the lift-curve 
slope, a rearwwd movement of the aerody&a center, and an increase In 
the rate of drag rise. 
The effect of increasing the Reynolds number was to delay to higher 
lift coefficients the onset of leading-edge flow separation and the con- 
comitant effects on the lift, drag, and pitching moment. 
Increasing the Mach nu&er to approximately that for drag divergence 
at a Reynolds nu&er of 4,000,OOO resulted in a rearwar d movement of 
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the wing aerodynamic center of about 6 percent at the mean aerodynamic 
chord at zero lift. 
, 
The effects of compressibility on the force and mmaent character 
istica up to a Mach nuniber of 0.60 were influenced by an increase in 
Reynolds number from 4,000,OOO to ~,OOO,OOO. At the lower Repolder 
number, the anglgaf4tlGk range for which the lift and pitching+noment 
curves were nearly linear was reduced by the increase ti Mach number, 
whereas this angle-of~ttack range was increased at the higher Reynolds 
number. 
An investigation of several tgpes of junoture arrangements between 
themodeland the turntable indicatedthatvaryingthety-pe of seal 
caused but little change in the foroes, moments, and pressure distribu- 
tion on the model. 
1IvTRORuCTI0m 
Wings having moderately high degrees of sweepback offer the 
possibilitg of flight at transonic speeds without serious compressibil- 
ity effects. Studies of the pressure distributions on such wings have 
shown that sfmple sweep theory does not offer an adequate method of 
predicting the chordwise distribution of pressure near the roots or the 
tips of the tings. For swept--back wings of low aspect ratio, a substan- 
tial part of the win@l surfaae is subjected to flow characteristics which 
result from the so-called root and tip effects. ErperLmental determina- 
tion of the pressure distrfbution on such wings will provide not only 
detailed information concernfng the ae- o characteristics, but 
also till furnish data for evaluating and extending the theoretical 
methods for computing surface pressures. 
An Investigation has been conducted in the Ames l2-foo-t pressure 
wind tunnel throughout a wide range of Reynolds numbers and subsonic 
Mach numbers to obtain expe&mentalJy the Rressure distribution and the 
total lift, drag, and pitching moment on a wing hating 45’ of sweepback 
and an aspect ratlo of 3. To determine the effects of both Mach number 
and Reynolds number, the wing was tested at constant Reynolds numbers 
over a range of Mach numbers and at a oonstant Mach number over a range 
of Reynolds numbers. The force data and a representative portion of 
the pressure data are presented in gra@ic form along tith a limited 
analysis of the data. The complete pressure data for the ting are pre- 
sented in tabular form. 
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Mach nmiber at which 
I 
P local premure coefficient -PO 
(Pqo > 
P local static pre88ure, pounds per square foot 
PO free-etream etatic pre88ure, pund8 per square foot 
fre-tream 6QnemL.c preeeure ($ Pobp pounds per square foot 
s 
VO 
semispan wing area, square feet (using theoretical tfp chord) 
fre-tream velocity, feet per second 
Y lateral dIsta.nce perpendicular to the plane of sylmnetzy, feet 
a angle of attack, degree8 
CG angle of attack uncorrected for tunnel-wall interference and 
angle-of-attack counter oorrection, degrees 
rl l 
fraction of Elemi8pazl 
( > 6 
coefficient of ti8cosity of air, slug8 per foot4econd 
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The model wing used in thfs investigation had the leading edge 
swept back 48.5&O , an aspect ratio of 3.0, and a taper ratio of 0.5. 
The wing had no twist and the sections were the NACA 64~010 in planss 
inclined 45' to the plane of symmetry. The locus of the quarter-chord 
points of these sections was swept back 45O. ThW line was at 29.63 
percent of the chord parallel to the plane of -try. The tip of the 
-K-Lng~s fomedby ahalfbodyhav-a radius equaltothe correspond- 
ing half thickness of the tip section. Coordinates of the KACA 64~010 
section and of the sedians pszallel to the plane 02 sym~try are pre- 
sented in tables I and II, respectively. 
the model, which had a eemispan of 46.67 inches, wae constructed 
of a tin4ismuth alloy bonded to a Laslfnated steel spar. Preseure 
orifices were installed Fn seven row9 in planes parallel to the plane 
of eymletry. The orifices were distributed along the chord on both the 
upper and lower surfaces from the leading edge to the g&percent-chord 
point and were staggered l/4 inch on either side of the station planes. 
A sketch of the plan form of the a showing the locations of the seven 
orifice rows and the manner h which the orifices were staggered is 
g9ven in figure 1. -The locations of the orifices along the chord at 
each station are given with the tabulated presmre+oefficient data 
(tables III through XXII). 
Figure 2 shows the model mounted in the wind-tunnel test section. 
The tes-trseotion floor served as a reflection plane. The forces and 
moments were transmitted directly to the balance system through the turrr 
table upon which the model was munted. Pressures were measured by mesns 
of multi.pl+tcbe manometers and were recorded photographically. 
Twenty--six flush orifice8 were installed in the tind-tunnel test 
section for the purpose of investigating the onset and the extent of 
supersonic flow along the tunnel wall opposite the upper surface of the 
model. The location of these orifices with respect to the model is 
illustrated in figure 3. 
Cross-eectional views of the juncture arrangements between the mLe1 
and the turnteble that were used In the investigation of various seals 
are shown in figure 4. It is to be noted that the configurations shown 
in figure 4 extended completely around the root section of the model. 
. 
r 
The chordwise distributions of pressure at seven spszwfse staticrz 
on the wing were measured simultaneously with the total lift, drag, ar;L 
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pitching moment at Reynolds numbers of 4,OOO,OGO, ~,OOO,OOO, 8,OCKI,OOO, 
l2,000,000, and ~B,OGO,OGO for a Mach number of 0.25. Similar measure- 
ments were made at a Reynolds number of 4,000,OOO for Uach numbers rang- 
ing from 0.08 to 0.96 and at a Reynolds number of ~,OOO,OOO for Mach 
numbers of 0.08 and 0.60. The angle of attack was varied from -2' to 
30' during the Low-speed tests, but this range was reduced at the higher 
Mach numbers where wind-tunnel power Umitations prevented testing at 
the higher ang!es of attack. At Reynolds numbers of 12,000,OQO and 
~B,OOO,OCO, the capacfty of the wind-tunnel balance system limited the 
force measurements to angles of attack of 28O and 160, respectively. 
Surface pressures on the tunnel wall were measured in the vicinity 
of the model to ascertain the test conditions at which the data may 
have been affected by wind-tunnel choking. 
As an adjunct to the basic tests, an investigation was made to 
determine the effect of various seals at the model-turntable juncture 
on the measured forces, moments, and pressures on the model. For each 
of the SIX axrangements shown in ffgure 4, mea sureme~s of the IJTt, 
drag, pitcuw moment, and static pressures on the wing were obtained 
for Mach m&era of 0.25 and 0.80 at a constant Reynolds number of 
4,000,000. The seal arrangement denoted as "original" wae usedthrough- 
out the general investigation of the wing aerodynamic characteristics. 
CORKEKZCONS TO DATA 
Corrections to the data for tunnel-wall interference resulting from 
lift on the model were evaluated by the method of reference 1 using the 
theoretical span loading derived from the charts of reference 2. The 
folIowIng lncrmnts were added to the angle of attack end drag 
coefficient: 
Au = 0.769 CL, degrees 
A@ = O.OlOg c&= 
No corrections wezx applied to the pftching-mome ntdata. 
The pressure data and the coefficients derived therefrom are pre- 
sented fn this report for values of uncorrected angle of attack au. 




a = 0.99 au + da 
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Corrections for the effects of constriction were evaluated by the 
method of reference 3. Thfa method, while not accounting for sweepback 
and being strictly applicable only to full-span models centrally located 
in the tunnel, has been used as the best available e&W&e of the COT+ 
striction effects. The mgnItude of the oorrectiom applied-to the free- 
streamMach number and to the dynamic pressure is Illustrated in the 
following table: 
Corrected Uncorrected 























The follawing corrections were subtracted from the drag coefficients 
to compensate for the forces on the exposed surface of the turntable: 






























No attempt was made to evaluate the tares due to paesible interference 
between the model and the turntable or to compensate for the tunnel- 
floor boundary layer whfch, at the model, had a displacemnt thickness 
of l/2 inch. The mgnitude of these effeots fa believed to be armall. 
Through consideration of the results of the static loading tests ona 
model of moderate aspect ratio presented in reference 4 and the greater 
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structural rigidity of the subject model, it was assumed that the effects 
of aeroelasticity on-the aerodynamic characteristica of the model xere 
negligible. ..- -. - #-- 
RESULTS AIJD DISCUSSION 
The surface pressures.on the model, measured for the complete range 
of Mach nmibers and Reynolds numbers at selected angles of attack, are 
presented as pressure-coefficients in tabular form immediately following 
the figures. Table III is an index to these data which are presented 
in tables IV through XXII. A representative portion of the pressure- 
distribution data has been presented graphically in the figures of this 
report to facilitate the analysis of the force and moment.. characteris- 
tics of the model. Due to the staggering of the orifices (as explained 
in the section "Model and Apparatus"), a slight "saw-tooth" variation 
is present in the plotted values of the chordwise pressure distributions, 
particularly in regions where the spanwise pressure gradients were large. 
A mean fairing through the plotted values of pressure coefficient was 
therefore used to represent the pressure distribution at the spexlwise 
stations indicate&in figure 1. 
The results of an investigation that was made-to ascertain the 
effect of model-turntable juncture seals are presented in the appendix. 
These data indicate that the various alterations to the seal, in the 
model-turntable Juncture, produced no significant changes in the aero- 
ilynadc characteristics of the wing. 
ETfects of Reynolds Number at a Mach Number of 0.25 
The lift, drag, and pitching+noment characteristics of the model 
are presented in figure 5 for Reynolds nlxznbers of 4,000,000, ~,OOO,OOO, 
~,ooo,ooo, and 18,000,000. Figure 6 presents the chordwise distribu- 
tions of pressure coefficient at the seven spanwise stations for several 
engles of attack at Reynolds numbers of 4,000,000, ~,OOO,OOO, and 
18,000,000. Inspection of figure 5(a) reveals that at low to moderate 
values of lift coefficient the variation of lift coefficient with angle 
of attack was linear and the lift-curve slope was little affected by the 
increase in Reynolds nizmber. At a Reynolds number of 4,000,OOO the lift- 
curve slope increased beyond a lift coefficient of about 0.4 and 
decreased at lift coefficients greater than about 0.73. A comparison 
of these data with the pressure data in figure 6 indicates that the 
increase in lift-curve slope was due to separationand reattachment of 
the flow near the leading edge of the outer sections (indicated by a 
reduction in the peak pressure coefficients). Further comparison of the 
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separated flow failed to reattach over the outer sections (indicated by 
a chordwise distribution of nearly constant pressure). Increasing the 
Reynolds number above 4,OOO,OOO resulted in an increase in the lift 
coefficient at which the lift-curve slope increased and an increase in 
the lift coefficient at which complete flow separation over the outer 
sections resulted in a decrease in the liftiurve slope. The maximum 
lift coefficient increased only slightly as the Reynolds number was 
increased from 4,000,OOO to l2,000,000. 
The increase in lift-xrve slope at noderate angles of attack was 
accompanied by a rearward movement of the wing center of pressure 
(fig. 5(b)) which was followed by a forward movement as the lift-curve 
slope decreased. Beyond maximum lift the wing center of pressure moved 
rearward. With increasing Reynolds Ilumber the initiation of flow 
separation over the outer sections had a more pronounced effect on the 
rearward movement of the wing center of pressure. 
Inspection of the drag data in figure 5(c) in conjunction with the 
lift and moment data in figures 5(a) and 5(b) shows that an additional 
increase in the rate of change of drag coefficient with lift coefficient 
occurred simultaneously with the increase in lift+zurve slope and longi- 
tudinal stability. 
In figure 7 the section normal-force coefficients, derived from 
integration of the pressure data, are presented as function+ of the 
uncorrected angle of attack. With increasing Reynolds number there was 
an increase in the maximum section normal4oroe coefficients at the outer 
sections. A comparison of the data of figure 7 with that presented in 
figure 5 indicatesthatthe increaseinthe lift-curve slope, the 
increase in longitudinal stability, and the mDre rapid rate of drag rise 
of the wing coincided with the increase in the section normal-force- 
curve slope of the tip sections. Attendant upon this increase in the 
section normal9oroe-curve slope at the higher Reynolds number was a 
rapid expansion of the chordwise extent of the region of flow separation 
s-bsrting from just behind the lead- edge. The resultant redlstribu- 
tion of pressure caused a reerwa rd. movement of the centers of preseure 
of the outer sections as shown in figure 8. 
Eefects of Reynolds &xicer at a Mach Number of 0.60 
The lLft, drag, and pitchingament characteristics of the wing are 
compared in figure 9 for Reynolds numbers of ~,O~O,CICKI and B,OOO,OOO. 
The corresponding chordwise distributions of static pressure coefficient 
at the seven spanwise stations are presented in figure 10 for several 
angles of attack. From figure 9 it is evident that increasing the 
Reynolds number from 4,000,000 to ~,OOO,OOO extended the linear portion 
of the lift curve, caused a more nearly linear variation of the pitching- 
moment coefficient with the lift coefficient, and resulted in a reduction 
.- 
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in the drag coefficients for lift coefficients greater than about 0.2. 
The pressure data in figure 10 reveal that at the higher Reynolds number 
there was an increase in the angle of attack at which the reduction in 
the peak pressure coefficients began at the outer sections. These data 
also show that at the higher Reynolds number there was a more gradual 
reduction in the peak pressure coefficients near the leading edge of the 
wing with increasing angle of attack, probably the result of a more 
gradual growth of the chordtise extent of the region of.separation. 
. 
B 
In figure 11 the section n&ual-force coefficients at the two 
Reynolds numbers are presented as functions of the uncorrected angle 
of attack. The effect of increasing the.Reynolds number was to delay 
to higher anglee of &3&&e rapid increase in section normal-force 
coefficient and also to increase the maximum values of section~normal- 
force coefficient at the outer sections. A. comparison of figures 10 
and 11 reveals that at a Reynolds number of 4,GOO,GOO the large increase 
in slope of the section normal4orce curves was the result of the region 
of separation e&ending a considerable pls.tance rearward from the lead- 
ing edge. At a Reynolds-tiber.& ~,OOO;OOO the onset of separation 
and reattachment of the flow n&r the leading edge was, for most sec- 
tions, at first accomwed by-a.--decre.ase in the slope of the section 
normal-force curves follo&d by an increase in the slope as the region 
of.separation extended rearward from theleading edge. 
r 
In addition to the changes in the section,noqQ-force coefficients 
with the increase in Reynolds. mmiber, the posi~i&3 of the section 
centers of pressure were'also ch&ged. The variations of the locations 
of the.section centers of pressure and of the pitching wt coefficient 
of the wing with angle 0-f attackCat Reynolds numbers of $,OOO,OOO and 
B,OOO,OOO are shown in figure 12. It is to be noted that the rearward 
movement of the section centers of pressure was considerably more abrupt 
and of greater magnitude ata Reynolds number of 4,000,OoO than at a 
Reynolds number of 8,000,0~60. Thus, it appears that changes in the 
section centers of pressure as well as changes in the s-se distribu- 
tion of the section normal-force coefficient were responsible for the 
differencesnoted'in the pitchiwwnt characteristics at these two 
Reynolds numbers. - '.- . 
Rffec-bs of Mach Nuuiber at a Reynolds Rumber of 4,000,OOO 
Limitations of the data due to wind-tunnel choking.- Before the 
effects of Mach number on the aerodynamic characteristics are discuseed, 
it is necessary to explain the possible limitations of portions of the - 
data obtained at Mach numbers near those at-which choking occurred in 
the wind tunnel. In 'order to ascertain the d.egree of wind-tunnel 
choking, static pressures were measured along the wind-tunnel wall 
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opposite the upper surface of the model. Prom.these pressure surveys 
the approximate extent of supersotic flow on the tunnel wall was 
determined. 
As an illustration of the results of the surveys, figure 13 is 
presented. This figure shows the development of a region of supersonic 
flow on the upper surface of the model and, on the tunnel wall with 
increasing angle of attack at a Mach number of 0.92. It is apparent 
that, at angles of attack of 4O or less, the extant of supersonic flow 
on the tunnel wan was f3mall and, consequently, any alteration to the 
supersonic flow field about the mdel due to the presence of the tunnel 
walls was probably alight. However, as the angle of attack was increased 
to 6O and beyond, the region of supersonic flow on the tunnel wall 
increased, resulting in a "partially choked" condition. The data 
obtained under theee conditions are represented by the dotted portions 
of the curves in the figures. 
Force and mment oharacteristics.- In figure 14 the aerodyne&c 
characteristics of the wing at Ma& n&ers raging from 0.08 to 0.96 
are presented for a constant Reynolds nu&er of 4,000,OOO. Included in 
this figure are the data obtained at Mach nmibers of 0.08, 0.25, and 0.60 
for a constant Refiolds number of ~,OOO,OOO. These data will be dis- 
cussed under the heading "Influence of Reynolds Number on the Fffects 
of Compressibility." The effects of Mach mmiber on the lift, drag, and 
pitching-e& coefficients at a Reynolds number of 4,000,OOO are sum- 
mrized in figures 15 end 16 wherein the coefficients are plotted as 
functions of Mach nmiber. The variation with Mach nmiber of the lift+ 
ourve slope and the locations of the aerodynamio center for several 
angles of attack are shown in figure6 17 and. 18, respectively. The 
maximum lift-brag ratio and the lift coefficient for mezinnm lif-Gdra63 
ratio are presented in figure lg. 
With reference to figure 14(a), it may be seen that the lift-ourve 
slope increased at lift coefficienta of 0.6 aad 0.4 for Mach numbers of 
0.08 and 0.25, respectively, whereas the increase in lift-curve slope 
began at a lift coefficient of about 0.3 for Mach mmibers from 
0.40 to 0.90. In figure 17 the theoretical value of liftimve slope 
computed by the method of reference 2 is shown in comparison with the 
experimental value8 for lift coefficients of 0, 0.2, and 0.4. The 
agremnent between the experimental and theoretical values is good for 
lift coefficients of 0 and 0.2. The marked increase in the experimental 
values at a lift coefficient of 0.4 is believed to have resulted from 
separation and reattachment of the flow near the leading edge of the tip 
of the wing. 
In figure 15, the pitch- nt coefficients for constant values 
of lift coefficient at a Reynolds number of 4;000,000, obtained from 
figure 14(b), are shown to have gradually become more negative with 
increasing Mach nuniber. At Mach mmibers slightly below those where the 
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tunnel became partially choked the pitching+noment coefficients increased 
rapidly in absolute value. 
The effect of Mach mer on the location of the aerodynamic center 
at angles of attack of O", 2O, 4O, and 6O, is shown in figure 18. The 
aerodynamic center at an angle of attack of O" moved rearward approxi- 
mately 6 percent of the mean aercdynamic chord as the Mach number wae 
increased from 0.08 to 0.92 and then moved rapidly rearward as the Mach 
number was further increased. At angles of attack of 2' and 4', the 
position of the aerodynamic center varied only slightly up to Mach 
numbers of 0.91 and 0.9, respectively, beyond which it moved rapidly 
rearward. At an angle of attack of 6O, the aerodynamic uenter moved aft 
approximately 9 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord as the Mach DI.UW 
ber was increased from 0.08 to 0.85 and then continued rearward more 
rapidly with increasing Mach number. 
In figure 14(c), the femiliar low4rag range is discernible at low 
lift coefficients at Mach nunibers up to 0.83. The loss of this low-d-nag 
region is reflected in the lower two curves shown in figure 16 wherein the 
drag coefficient is presented as a function of Mach number for constant 
values of lift coefficient. At a Mach number of 0.83 the drag coeffi- 
cient may be seen to have increased only slightly over its low-speed 
value for lift coefficients of 0 and 0.1. Between a Mach number of 0.83 
and that for drag divergence the drag increased roughly 50 percent. A 
similar variation of the drag coefficient with Mach number rcay be noted 
for a lift coefficient of 0.2 although this was outside the low4rag 
range. At higher lift coefficients the gradual drag rice commenced at 
considerably lower Mach numbers. The Mach number for drag divergence, 
defined as the point at which (&@40)G, = 0.10, decreased from about 
0.94 at a lift coefficient of o to 0.875 at a lift coefficient of 0.5. 
The sudden rductfon in drag coefficient just prior to drag divergence 
for lift coefficients of 0.4 and 0,5 -may be due to a reduction in the 
region of separated flow over the forward part of tie airfoil as 
explained in reference 5. 
In figure 19 the maXimUm lift-cQq.ratio is shown to have been about 
19 between Mach numbers-of 0.08 and 0.43, thereafter decreasing gradually 
to about 16 at a Mach IzzCber of 0.92. Further increase inMach number 
up to 0.96 resulted in a decrease in $he - lift-drag ratio to 
ahlut 7. The lift coefficient for mxdmum lift4rag ratio deviated only 
slightly from 0.2 throughout the Mach nuuiber range. 
Pressure-distribution characteristics;- The chordwise dietribution 
of prefleure coefficient at the aeven spar&se stations is presented in 
figure 20 for angles-of-attack of 2O, b", and 6O at eeveral selected 
Mach numbers. The pressure distributions for an angle of attack of 2O 
were used inlocating the isobars, or lines of constant pressure coeffi- 
cient, on the upper aqd lower.surfaces of the model as shown in 
figure 21. I& can be seen that, in general, the isobars curve rearward 
near the root of the wing so.as to approach the plane of symmetry 
. 
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perpendicularly. Conversely, the isobars at the tip of the wing tend 
to curve forward. From the isobar plots it may be seen that the points 
of minimum pressure, exclusive of those at or near the leading edge, 
were displaced rwmmrd at sections near the root and forward at eections 
near the tip. The crest lines (lines defining the locus of points at 
which the surface of the wing is tangent to the undisturbed free stream) 
are indicated in figure 21 to provide a reference fromwhich to gage the 
varieuce in the isobars. A discussion of an interpretation of isobars 
is given in reference 4. 
The epanwiee di8tributim of section normal-force coefficient at 
several Mach numbers are presented in figure 22 for angles of attack 
of 20, 4O, and 6O. As previously noted, the dotted curves represent 
data obtained with the supersonic flow field of the mdel &ending to 
the tunnel wall. It may be observed that the maximum value of section 
normal-force coefficient occurred at about p percent of the semIspan. 
As the Mach mmiber was increased from 0.60 to 0.90 at an angle of attack 
of 6O, the eection normal-force coefficient showed a greater increase 
at the tip stations than at stations nearer the root. This greater 
fncrease in the section normal--force coefficient of the tip section8 was 
accompaniedby anincrease inthe lift-curve slope, anincrease insta- 
bility, and an increase in the rate of drag rise. (See fig. 14.) 
In figure 23 the spamise distribution of loading coefficient 
cIlc/cN cav at several Mach nunibers is presented in comparison with the 
theoretical distribution. The theoretical distribution is practically 
invariant throughout the mange of Mach numbers for which experimental 
data are presented. Similarly, the experimentalvalues of loading 
coefficient show only small variations with Mach mmiber and are in good 
agreement with the theoretical values. The experImenta loading coeffi- 
cients are based upon the slopes of the section mrmal4orce curves 
measured through an angle of attack of O”. 
The effects of compressibility on the locations of the section 
centers of pressure at the aeven spar&se stations for angles of attack 
of 20, 4’, and 6’ are shown in figure 24. The effect of increasing 
Mach nmiber was, generally, to cau86 a rearward movement of the section 
centers of pressure near the root and a forward movement near the tip 
up to approximtelg the Mach number for drag divergence. An exception 
to this variation with Mach number is shown for an angle of attack of 
6O at 0.924 semispan where the center of pressure roved r earward with 
increasing Mach number. The over411 effect of the mveraentrc of the * 
section centers of pressure, together with the charges in the spanwise 
distribution of load (fig. 221, on the locatlon of the wing aerodymmic 
center at anglea of attack of 2O, 4O, and 6° may be seen by reference 
to figure 18. 
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Influence of Reynolds Mutxiber on the Effects-of Compressibility 
In figure 14, the data obtained at several Mach &ers for a 
Reynolds number of ~,OOO,OOO have been included with the data for a 
Reynolds number of 4,000,OOO to show, insofar as is pssible, the influ- 
ence of Reynolds number on the comprsssibfllty effects encountered up 
to a Mach nunibar of 0.60. 
With an increase in Mach number to 0.60, the linear portion of the 
lift curve (fig. 14(a)) was extended to higher lift coefficients at a 
Reynolds number of ~,OOO,OOO, whereas at a Reynolds number of 4,000,OOO 
it was reduced. This same trend may be seen in the pitching-moment chart 
acteristics (fig. 14(b)) where changes in stability with an increase in 
Mach number to 0.60 were delayed to higher lift coefficients at a 
Reynolds n.umbeP of ~,OOO,OOO, whereas at a Reynolds nuniber of 4,000,OGC 
increasing the Mach number to 0.60 reduced the lift coefficient at which 
changes in stability occurred. Thus, the effect of increasing Mach 
number on the lift coefficient at which tip stalling occurred was appap 
ently reversed by increasing the Reynolds number from 4,OCO,OCO to 
8,000,ooo. The drag data (fig. 14(c)) indicate, however, that an 
increase in the rate of change of drag coefficient with lift coefficie& 
occurred at about the same lift coefficient for Reynolds numbers of 
~000,000 and ~,OOO,COO at a Mach number-of 0.60. _ The explanation of 
this effect of Reynolds n&er is provided in the pressure data of 
figure 10. These data show that at a Reynolds number of ~,OOO,OOO, 
leading-edge flow separation with reattachment near the tip of the wing 
actually began at an angle of attack between 6O and 8O although the flow 
did not separate completely over the outer sections until.the angle of 
attack was increased beyond l2O. At a Reynolds Ilumber of 4,000,OOO the 
flow had se F ated completely over the outer sections at an angle of attack of 8 . Thus, due to the more gmdual spreading of the stall near 
the tip at a Reynolds mmiber of ~,OOO,OC>O, there was no sudden change in 
the slope of either the lift curve or the pitching-moment curve although 
the drag risswas similar to that at a Reynolds number of 4,000,OOO. 
It is important to note that the favorable effects of increasiw 
the Reynolds number nmy persist at still higher-Mach numbers. In this 
event, the effect of increasing Mach number at higher Reynolds numbers 
would differ from that shown at a Reynolds number of 4,000,OOO. 
c0IxxLus10Ms 
An investigation has been made of the effects of scale and 
compressibility on the aerodynamic characteristics of a wing having 
the quarter-chord line swept back 45O and an aspect ratio of 3.0. Force, 
moment, and surface pressures were measured for.Reynolds numbers up 
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to 18,000,0oo at a constant Mach number of 0.25; for Mach numbers up to 
0.96 at a constant Reynolds number of 4,000,GOO; end for Mach ntiers 
up to 0.60 at a constant Reynolds number of ~,OOO,OGG. The results of 
the tests indicate the following conclusions: 
1. For all Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers in the test renge, 
no flow separation appeared to exist near the leading edge of the wing 
for lift coeffiaients less than 0.3. At higher lift coefficients the 
initiation of leading-edge flow separation with reattachment, over the 
outer portions of the wing, was accompanied in nearly every case by an 
increase in the liftccurve slope, an increase in static longitudinal 
stability, and en increase in the.rate of drag rise. 
2. The effect of increasing the Reynolds number at Mach numbers 
of 0.25 and 0.60 was to delay to higher lift aoeffioients the onset of 
flow separation near the leading edge and the concomitent effects on the 
Uft, drag, end pitching moment. , 
3. Increasing the Mach number to approximately that for drag 
divergence at a Reynolds number of 4,OGO,OOO resulted in a rearward 
movement of the wing aerodyne&o center of about 6 percent of the mean 
aerodgnamic ohord at zero Uft. (The Mach number for drag divergence 
was found to vary from about 0.94 at a lift coeff;Loient of 0 to abbut 
0.875 at a lift coefficient of 0.5.) Further increase in Mach number 
resulted in a rapid rearward movement of the aerodyxxt&c center. 
4. The spanxLse distributfon of loading coefficrent at low lift 
coefficiente showed good agreement with theory, being practically 
unaffected by compressibility. The increase in lift-curve slope with 
&oh number also was in good e.greement with that preaoted by theory. 
5. The effects of compressibility on the force and moment char- 
acteristics up to a Mach number of 0.60 were'irfluenced by an increase 
in Reynolds number from 4,000,OOO to ~,OOG,GOO. At the lower Reynolds 
nnmber the angle-of+&a& range for which the Uft and pitchingmnt 
curves were-nearly linear was reduce-d by the increase in Mach number, 
whereas this anglef&tack reqe was increased at the higher Reynolds 
rmtiber. 
6. Various alterations to the seal at the model-turntable juncture 
produoed no signiffcant changes in the aerodyna& c charaoteristics of 
the wing. 
. 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Field, Calif. 
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AITENTIIX 
In wind-tunnel testing with semiepan models it would be deeirable 
to isolate the reflectior+plane turntable from the force+measuring 
apparatus. Such an arrangement poses the problem of mini&zing air flow 
through -the model-turntable juncture in such a manner that the flow over 
the model is not disturbed and the turntable acts as a true reflection 
plane. To ascertain W effects of various model-turntable-juncture 
seal arrsngements on the measured forces, mmentq and pressureg six seals 
were tested. These seal arrangements are illustrated in figure 4. 
In figure 25 the lift, drag, and pitching-mame nt da-k for each of 
the five modified seal arrangements have been supetimed on the corre- 
spondingdataforthe originals8alarrang8m8nt. Data are shown for Mach 
numbers of 0.25 and 0.80 at a constant Reynolds nuriber of 4,OOO,CKx3. 
From the nature of the different configurations, it might be 
expected that the greatest difference in the force characteristics of 
the model would appear in changing from seal A to seal B. (See fig. 4). 
However, the data presented in figure 25 indicate that only small changes 
in the forces and mamsnts resulted in changing fern any one arrangement 
to any other. The slight difference8 which do exist in the force and 
moment data could be attributible to experimental scatter rather than to 
changes in the flow at the root of the wing. 
Further evidence of the negligible effect of the various seal 
modifications is indicated in figure 26 wherein is shown a comparison 
of the chordwise distribution of .pressure coefficient for an angle of 
attack of 160 at 0.086 semiepan for seals A and B. The dab for a rerun 
with seal A are included to indicate the variation in pressures which 
might be expected from the experimental variations. From the data in 
figure 26, it was found that in wng from seal A to seal B the sec- 
tion normal4orce coefficient at 0.086 semis&n decreased about 1 percent 
at a Mach m.kber of 0.25 and about 3 percent at a Mach nmiber of 0.80. 
The decrease in section normal-force coefficient wae alnaIler at the 
remaining semferpn stations so that the over-all effect was considered. 
negligible. 
Y 
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TABLE I.- C~~RDINA~SF~THE ISACA~~A~~AIRFOIL ACTION 





















































i. E. radius, 0.687 
'. E. radius, 0.023 
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I. E. radius, 0.485 
F. E. radius, 0.016 
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TABIll III.- IXDEXOFTABULATEDPRE~COEFFIC~S 
R X10- Table No, % 
rv 4.0 0.25 
1% 














xv311 2: .08 
-25 
xx & .60 00 tb 140 
l2,O l 25 O" to 24O 
18.0 925 00 to 2o" 
o" to 16O 
o" to 14O 
o" to 12O 
00 to 12O 
&oO to 12O (lOOh 120) 
o" to loo (6O, 8O, & 10~) 
$ tz $ [;$, 63 & 8:' 
,4,&6) 




3O, 4O, & 6O) 
to 4O 20, 30, & 49 
o" to 
hrentieees indicate anglee of attack for which the preeeure 
data may have been affected bg wind-tunnel choking. 
TASLE Iv.- DRESS CCEI’FICIEmS AT SEVEN SEHISPBH STATIOWS OF THE YIN. I& 0.25; R, 4,m,QC’J. 
4 M s, oa, lo, 2O, 3". 
, 
uPPER5uRrAm Lm!m SmFAoLCt 
SePl- Angle of attmolc Angle or attack 
zr . Percent chord - o" 1= 20 30 00 10 20 3= 
. ’ 
22 i I 2 
i 
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TABLE IV.- CONTINUED. 
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e 
TA6I.E Iv.- CONTINOEO. 
(b) sul 4". 60, go, loo. 
UPPER suRFMs LOYPR aT5rMc 
Semi- &gle of attaol; hglm or l tta0k 
6' 6O loo 
23 
. 
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TABLE IV.- CONTINUED. 
(b) s, 4', 6’, go, 10' - ConclucZed. 
UPPER MnwAcE LmEFt SmFAclCE 
hngle of attaok 1 Angle at attaak I 
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TIglJ3 IP.- OQITTINUED. 









TABLE IV.- CONCLUDED. 
NACA FM AXG31 
(a) s, 1.2'. l6', ZOO, 24' - Oonoluded. 
UPPERSURFACE LOWER SURFACE 
Seml- hgle of attaak bgle of attaak 
span Pcraent 
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TA2XJJ V.- p~~99ms COFXTFICTPWTS AT sEPEM SERISpAII SWIIORB OF TEE YIIIU. X0, O&o; R, ‘t,oOO,ooO. 
* 
(a) G, o”, IO, 200, 3O. 
27 
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TABLE v.- CONTINUED. 
(a) %, O", lo, 2', 3’ - Conoluded. 
UPPER SURFME LONER SURFACE 
Seml- 
Pefaent 
krgls of attack hgle of l ttaok 
rpan 
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TmLE V.- CONTINUED. 
(b) Q* kO, 60, a=. loo. 
UPPER SURFAOE wlml BOELFAOE 
Beni- &&CLs of attaok 
Bpan 
eta. zrt 
Angle or sttaak 
4O 60 so loo 40 60 sa LOO 
30 
TABLE V.- CONTINUED. 
NACA RM AXG31 
(b) s, 4', 60, go, 10' - Concluded. 
UPPER SURFACE LONER SURFACE 
Bemf- Angle OS attaak 
Percent - 
Angle of attack 
epan 
eta. chord 40 60 go loo 40 60 ito loo 
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TABLE v.- CONTINUED. 
(01 s, 12*, 160, 20'. 24'. 
UPPER uJxFACE LOWER 8oRFAcE 
semi- 
Percent 
Angle of ltteck Anpc or attaok 
6pan 
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TABLE V.- CONCLUDED. 
. 
Cc) %, 12', 160, 20°, 24' - Concluded. 
UPPER BURFACE Lowmt 8uRFME 
Bemi- hgle of attack hgle of attaok 
span 










-. 2 66 
-. 23 
1: 23 
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TABgLE VI.- PRESSURE COEFFICEJITS AT SEVEN SENISPAN STATIONS OF THE YMQ. Ho, 0.60; R, 4,r)oo,ooO. 
(a) aa, 0'. lo, f, 3'. 
UPPERSURFACE LoyEa amFAcE 
Seml- hgia 0r attack 41s or attack 
:er 
Percent ' 
. chord 00 lo 9 30 00 lo 20 3O 
33 
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TABLE VI.- CONTINUED. 
(a) au8 0 On lo, 2', 3' - Conoluded. 
NACA FtM A5U31 
I I UPPERSURFACE I I LONER SURFACE 
Semi- 
I ZY” 
Angle of attack I Angle of attack epen 
00 [ 10 20 ’ - ‘, 00 ! 10 ’ - ’ - eta. 
1 
0.282 I 
-.4 $2 1 I 0:&J 





::;g f I:$2 
-. 25 l? 
-.lo& 
-.25 :::g -.116 
-.2 3 7 -.1&g -.129 
-.2 7 
-.2 f 7 I:; 2 3 
-.2 0 
I::3b 
::; 4 96 
1 
::;4: 







0.707 b/2 1 













:::1 f 3 
I 
1:; f 
3 .o 1 
0055 .0&d 
0.924 b/2 i 
I 
-l 









7 4:Z -.025 
;1*3 
.Oll -:% 







-.189 -.21 a 
-.175 -.19 
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TABLE VI.- co#TIwcD. 
3.5 
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'=.;aLZ VI.- CONTINUED. 
(b) au, 4', 6', go, 10' - Concluded. 
UPPER SURFACE LOWEFt SURFACE 
SF&l- 
epan Percent 
Angle of attack Angle of attack 
























TABLE VI.- CCNTIRmD. 
(0) au, 12'. 160, zoo, 24'. 
I I UPPER 8UWACE 
37 
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. 
TABLE VI.- CONCLUDED. 
. 
(cl au, 12', 160, 20°, 24O - Concluded. 
UPPER SUFtF’ACE LOYERBURFACE 
Seml- Angle of attack Angle of attack 
SF- Percent b 
ate. Chord 12O 160 20' 24' 12O 160 20' 24' 
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TABLE VII.- PSZS$L?LE CcEFFICENTS AT SLVEM SEHSSPIW STATIONS OF TB YINI. Xo, O.SOo; R, '+,OOO,CC@J. 
UPPER 5imTAcE KsUQl BURPACE 
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TABLE VII.- CONTINUED. 
(a) %I 00, lo, 20, 3" - Conoluded. 
UPPERSURFACE LDYER SURFACE 
Scml- Angle of attack Angle of attnok 
ePan Prrcent 
eta. ohord O0 lo 9 3O 00 lo 20 30 
0 0.429 
-.059 
:::g -.270 -. p9 -. 510 -.l51 -.059 .030 .103 
-.lf?Y -.? 1 14.5 -.319 -.178 
-::g 







3.707 b/2 31.0 -.x)0 -.241 -.a30 
z ?a 
-.?02 -.241 
44:5 -.213 -.24-S 
-.271 
-.?I.2 -.240 I: 8g 
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TABLE VII.- CONTINUED. _ 
(b) q, 4', @, 6'. 13'. 
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TABLE VII.- CONTINUED. 
(b) ELU~ 4'. 60, a', 10' - Conoluded. 
T UPPm NlRFAcE ImEEt NrRFAcE Angle of attaok 
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TABLE VII.- CONPINIJSD. 
(0) %, 12O, 160, 2a". 2P. 
UPPER slFlFhc:E laNm BuRpIcE 
SBd- Angle or attack Angle of attw3k 
BPM 
ata. f2zY' lz? 160 2@ 24O e 160 200 240 
l(15 -j.E 
-:ssO 





















-.a10 -.w e 
-.a53 -.210 
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TAB= VII.- CONCLUDED. 
(c) %I l2', 160, 2o", 24' - Concluded. 
NAC!ARMAZCW 
UPPERSURFACE Lo!mR SUNFACE 
B?d.- lhglt of attaok Angle of atta0k 
span Percent 






If)5 -0.641 -0 -:7630 61 





21.0 4 5 .I70 :% 
O.S31 b/2 3i.g 
.v 
:% :Z 
1.0 .ClC .021 
$3 -. 19 
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TABLE VIII.- PREESLIRE ccEfTICIEUT8 AT SEVEH SENISPA2 STATION6 OF THE YIN% I+,, 0.63; R, 4,OOO,W3. 
(a) s, o", lo, 2O, JO. 
UPPEBSURTACE ElER SURFACE 
Barl- 
:Iz”” 
hgh 02 l tta0k 
vm 
lhgh 0r dttok 
8th O0 10 20 30 Lo 2O 3O 
0:14s OT?& 
21.0 
o.oa6 b/2 -.122 










TABLE VIII.- CONTINUED. 
NACA RM A5lG3L 
(t) %, o", lo, 2', 3' - Conoludtd. 
l 
UPPER MJRFACE mwER SuFiFAcE 
stml- hglt ot attack &gl.t of attaok 
32 . Eat O0 10 20 3O 00 10 PO 3O 
:::26; 
-.161 
-.l 65 1 
I:$9 
1:X% 
0.707 b/2 s.212 
-.2la -.123 -.091 
-.211 
-.2ll 1::: f k :::g 
-.POl -.206 -.129 
-.I?1 -.1go -.2Qo 1::; % -.o 1 
79?,5 . -:%S i :::g ,057 
-.o 8 
-.a .060 0 2 
::i'f 




















0.924 b/2 -.w 
I:% 
1: g8 I:# 
::5; 
7 4:Z 
79T-2 . ::i; .oea .070 
. 
. 
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TM= VIII.- CONTINUED. 
47 
c 
(b) Q, 4O, 60, go, 10'. 
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TABLE VIII.- CONCLUDED. 
(b)'au, 4', 60, a', 10' - Conoludtd. 
UPPER SURFACE 3nO-R SURFACE 
Seml- hgle of attaok Angle of attaok 
span Percent 
eta. chord 60 80 100 120 60 80 100 120 
lo5 
15 11:: 2 
14.5 
g;*: 
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TABLE IX.- PFSSSLIRE COWFICIENTS AT SEZV%W SEMISPAN STATIONS OF THE YIIW. I$,,, 0.66; R, 4,ooO,r3c)O. 
(A) CL", 00, 10, 20, 30. 
50 MACA RM A5lG31 . 
TABLE I%.- COHTWUED. 
(a) au, 0 O, lo, 2'. 3' - Conaluded. 
UPPER SURFACE mlml SuBFAcE 
sea- Angle of attaak Angle of attack 
ir . %F 
0 









1:5 0,057 01057 0:2& 0,2% 
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T:ABE IX.- CONTINUSD. 
(b) G, 4', 60, ti, 10'. 
51 
. 
m?Fm SURFACE LONSR suRPAcs 
Beni- Angle of etteak Angle or attaok 
SP- 








0.195 b/2 31.0 
%::a 
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TABLE IX.- CONTINUED. 
(b) QW 4'. e, So, 10' - Concluded. 
NACARM A5lG31 
UPPER SURFACE LOYER SURF&CE 
Seml- Angle of attaolr Angle of attack 
apan Percent 
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TABLE Ix.- 00NT1NusD. 
(c) Q, 120, 160. 200, P&O. 
UPPER SCRFACE liN-ss BLRFACS 
Seei- Angle or attaatak Angle of attaak 
BP= Percent 
ate. almre 12O 160 200 @Lo 120 l@ 200 a0 
o.os6 b/2 








TABLE IX.- COKXUDED. 
(0) au, 12O, 160, 20°, 2&O - Conoluded. 
UPP!ZtSURE'ACE LLIUER SURFACE 
Semi- Angle of attack 
span Percent 
Angle of attaak 
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:IgLE x.- ?REsSL?LE CGEFFICIEHTS AT SEVEH SEIfISPAN STATIONS OF THE HINO. I$,, 0.86; R, 4,OCC,‘XO. 
(a) a", 00, lo, 2a. 3O. 
UPPER BLIRFACE IDLER BuRFm2 
Bed- Acglr 0r etteok Angle or attack 
8Pm Percent 
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TABLE X.- CONTINUED. 
(8) 91, O", lo, go, 3' - Concluded. 
UPPER SURFACE LOVER SUWAQE 
Semi- hglt of attsuk Angle of attack 
spa Peroent 
sta. Chord 00 10 20 p e ro 20 p 
105 !?:gg 
























g;B -To's1 -7oE7 
I::$ 
-.oga 
CJ.e31 b/2 -.224 -.lOl 
::sj 
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TABLE X.- CONT.ImED. 
NACA F&f A51G31 . 
(b) au, 40, 60, go, loo - Conoluded. 
UPPER mRFAcE 
hq@e of attaak 
Lml2.R 0uR?AcK 
hglt or attaalc 
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TABLE X.- CCHTIIUm. 
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(0) s, 120, lsD, 2o", 24O. 
uPPERE4mmcE LowEi 8uRFAcE 
SCIBl- hgh 0r attck llngh or atdt 
SPan Percent 
*lx. ChOrd & 16O 20' 24' 12' 18 a0 24O 





















-1.1 & 0 
-1.1 
0.332 b/2 3l.C -1.121 
Ps5 1.0 I:-: 3 







24:5 -0  .190 
0.555 b/2 31.0 P5 -.gaJ :t 1 : 
$3 
::B 
79: 3 f.2 = 
91.6 
v 
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(01 ,~,+2~, 160, ma, 24’ - Concluded. 
UPPER SWACE 
12O 
ham&h of attaok 

















Angle of attaok 







TABLE XI.- PRESSURE CCEFFSCIEHTS qt SSVEN SEXXSPAK STATICNS OF THE WING. No, 0.50; R, 
(I) %, JO, lo, P, 39. 
UPPBLSVIVICE ZaNEEi BWPliCE 
SCd- hgh 0r dt8.a hgic or eta 
aP- Percent 
cta. chord o" 10 20 30 
o-@&6 b/2 
0.382 b/2 
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TABLE XI.- CONTINUED. 
. 
(a) %, O", lo, 2'. 3' - Concluded. 
UPPER SURFACS ulyHl suFlFAct 
Seal- hngle of attaak &l&s of attaok 
EP- 
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FrnLE XI.- c0NT1Num. 
0.1) %,. ho, @, to, 10'. 
UPPa stmFffir mum SuRFAaP 
seti- Angle of attack Anglo of attack 
,PUI Psrccnt 
ata. cbora 4O 60 sa loo 4O 60 60 100 
63 
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TABLE XI.- CONTIMJED. 
(b) q,, 4', 60, go, 10' - Concluded. 
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::g 
-.a8 
-.770 -. 10 
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TABLE XI.- CCWTiKUD. 
(cl %, 12*, 160, .?Oc, 24'. 
OTFER SURFAOE LollER SUElFAOE 
sad- Angle of attack angle or attack 
SFfi 











6.5 I:-;; f -1:140 








TABLE XI.- CONCIJJDED. 
NACA RM A5lG31 
. 
(cl %, 12', 160, 20°, 24' - Concluded. 
c 
UPPER SURFACE LONNN SURFACE 
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TUBLE XII.- P-L’= CC~FICI~S AT S!ZVEH SBISSPW STATICHS OF T?IE WSlfQ. ‘h. 0.92; B, 4,0~,0~. 
(A) %, o", lo, 20, fO. 
u!?PQ scBFAoP mmB SuBrAoP 
Seai- hglc of AttAak h61;la Of AttAOk 
SFan 





TABLE XII.- CONTINUED. 
NACA RM A51G31 
(a) au, o", lo, 2', 3O - Concluded. 
UPPER SURFACE ImER SURFACE 
semi- 
Pcracnt 
h3I~le of attack Angle OS attaok 
BPM 
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(b) q,, 4O, 60, k, 10'. 
UPPERSURFACE u3wER SuBmoE 
Beni- h&S Of AftAak 
SR- 
StA. zz?" 
h@S Of AttAOk 
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TABLE XII.- CONCLUDED. 
(b) %, 4'. 60, do, 10' - Concluded. 
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TIBLE XIIL- PmsauRc coQF1c1QITa AT 6mR8inIBP~ awlTomoP TERYRIO. a, 0.%;R, 4,QcJo,oo4. 
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TABLE XIII.- CCNTINUED. 
(a) s, O*, lo, 2', 3' - Concluded. 
UPFIIX SURFACE LONEXt SURFACE 
Anale of attaot Angle of attaok 
0.831 b/2 
0.408 
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3 .o 1 
0,269 
.l 9 
3 .l d 
:3 
-.o 0 



















(b) aa, 4O, 60, 8, 10'. 
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. 
TABLE XIII.- COBCLUDED. 
(b) %r 4', b", go, 10" - Concluded. 
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TABLE XIV.- PRESSORE COEFFICSQiTE AT B!SVEN SEXCSPAR BFATIOIlS OF TEIE YIHG. I$,, 0.94; IL, 4,ooO,OOO. 
(a) '41, o", lo, P. 0 3 . 
u?2RR WRFAUE LOUER fiuRPMX 
8sm1- 
Peroent 
&igle or 8ttlok hg1a of attmek 













76 NACA RM AljlG3l 
TABLE XIV.- CONTINUED. 
. 
(8) QU, O*, lo, 2', 3' - Concluded. 
F UPPER BURF’ACE LOWER SURFACE Seml- 
ePm 
eta. 
Angle of attaok Angle of attack 
Percent 













































































































































2 -.e s 
-.2g4 
I: ;"," 
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k 4.5 1.0 
0.1a7 
I: ;;1" 
























































lVACA RI4 A5I.G31 
TABLF: XXV.- COHCLUDED. 
(b) Q, 4', 6’, go, 10’ - Concluded. 
I UPFERBDFIFACE I LonER SURFACE 
Berni- 
I 
Percent 1 _ ,hrle of attads I I Angle of atteclr 










Ph f 1-g; 










% -1.0 1 









































:; 3 l 
-.017 
-.113 
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l 
TABLE xv.- p-m COEFPICI~~~TB AT SFGR SEXISP~~~ STApIOK5 OF THE mQ. s, 0.95; n, 4,~s~. 
(a) au. 0'. lo, 2', 0 3 . 
UPPEn SURFACE Lnumt mllFAcE 
Beti- Angle of attaa 
@PM 
ZEF 
Angle or attaok 





80 NACA FtM A%G31 
TABLE XV.- CONTINUED. 

















. 0.195 b/2 
FUCA RM A5lG31 
TABLBLE XV.- COATINUED. 
(b) au, 'co, k, go, loo. 
UPPER SllFWACI Lot-m suRFuzE 
leill- lnpe of attack Angle of dtaak 
#PM 





82 NACA RM A51GXL 
TABLE XV.- CCMCLUDED. 
(b) au, 4’. 60, go, 10' - conomaca. 
I I UPPER SURFACE I I mum SuRrAcE 
seai- 
eP- ea. I 
h&e of attaak hngle 0r atauk 
ZP 401 -’ -’ Q 8’ - 10" 
! ! 































































































I: g I 
:::g 
c 
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TABLE XVL- PRESSURE ~OEFPICIIBTS AT S- sEHISPM STATIOHS OF TEE WIIIQ. 16. 0.96; R, 4,m,000. 
(a) s* bO, 1". z", 3". 
UPPEFI SURFACE 
Anglo of attack 
ImzR SORFACE 
Angle or tttaok 
84 
TABLE XVI.- COHTRfUED. 
(a) (LU, O", lo, 2', 3O - Conoludad. 
NACA FM A5u331 
UPPER SURFACE ImER SUIWACE 
Semi- Angle of atfaok Angle of attaak 
span 





TAKE XVI.- CGHTINUED. 
(b) Q, 4", 6a, 8'. 10'. 
UPPERSO-ACE LCKER SuRmcE 
Seml- Aagle or attack Angle oi attaak 
a9m 











TAU.2 XVI.- cO~c~E& 
PSACA RM AXG31 
(b) Q, 4', 6O, go, 10' - Conaluded. 
UPPER SUFWACL Loum 8mFAcE 
Bed- Angle of attack Angle or attack 
Ban 
$ I a. Eziz?int 4O 60 8 loo 4O sa B loo 
0.172 




24:5 1:; 3 ; :::3 






105 ": ;g 0:2$ 
.o OL 6 
-;013 
-TG5 
0.631 b/2 ::g 
-I 9 s 
1: 5l 
-. 30 3 -. 1 
0.924 b/2 
4 
NACA RM A!TLGa 
TABLE XVII.- p~~99m CCEFPICIENXI AT SEVEB SEMIS~~ MATIO~ a~ THE WIIIQ. 16, 0.25: % 6,a=+='- 
(8) %, o”, lo. 20. 3”. 
88 
TABLE XVII.- CONTINUED. 
NACA RM A51G31 
(a) Q, O", lo, 2', 3’ - Oonoluded. 
UPPERSURFACE LOVER SURPACE 















:: $16 r:z$i -.246 
-.229 
I:*: ::gg -.218 









. ,051 .056 
89 
TABLE XVII.- COHTMUEO. 
(b) mu, 4’, 60, go, 10’. 


























































ThEGE XVII.- Co~TIHuH). 
(b) 58 4O, k, go, loo - Conoluded. 
- SURFACE UppER BullFAcE 
hgls of attack Angle of attack 
lla 60 4O 60 go 
PO. 6 
-. 68 ;P 
-.2l8 





















































1: 32 3 
-.2a4 
-.226 







z -0 gs -. 










































































NACA RM A%G31 
PABLC XVII.- conTIm!=% 
Cc) Q, 12', 160, 20°, 24'. 
UPPEa mR?AcE MIW SUIVAoCt 
&al- hglc of dtaak &gle oi attack 
aPm 






NACA RM AylG31 
. . 7-,- 
TABLE XVII.- CONCLUDED. 
(a) QU, 12', 160, 20°, 24' - Conoludsd. 
UPPER SmFAcE LaOWE SURFACE 
BeiZf- Angle or attaak Angle or attaok 
apan Percent 
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TABLE XVIII.- PREBSURE CCEFFICIEHW AT S!ZVEM SFXISPAN STATIOUB OF TEE WIMQ. tb, 0.08; R, S,OOO,WJO. 
UPPER BmFAcE Lmilm SURFACE 
semi- Angle of attaok Angle of l ttaok 
SP- 












0.146 - - 
0.555 b/2 
NACA FiM A5lG31 
TA.BLE XVIII.- CONTlmm. 
(~1 au, O", lo, 2', 3' - Ooncludcd. 
ssna- Angle a? attwk hgls of at tack 
8Pyl 
eta. 







XACA RI4 A!ZLG3l . t 
TA2.a krIII.- co6rI6u6D. ’ I \ -i 




















































































































TABLE XVIII.- CO#TINU!ZD. 
(b) a,,, 4', 60, go, 10' - Oonoluded. I 
UPPERBuRPAm LOWER 8uRPMx 
Bed- hn@e of attaak hgle of attaok 
span 






NACA FM A5lG31 
TABLE XVIII.- CONTIIUED. 
(0) Qu, le", 160. 20=. 24O. 
UPPZR SURFACE Low-m BuwA!x 
SaRl.. An@ of attaok 
i!f . ZF 
h&$0 of RttRor 
19 160 20' 24' 
97 . 
. 
NACA RM A51G31 
. 
TABLE XVIII.- COACIDDED. 
(01 au, 12'. 160, 20°, 24" = Oonoludrd. 
UPPER 5uRFME m 8uRFAcE 
Betal= hgle of att8uk hgle of attaak 
OPti Peroeat 




NACA RM AZG31 . , 99 . . 
TIBLd: XI%.- PREBNIRE com1cIEm8 AT BEvEla BEWTBPAN BTATIONB or Tm MnIo. x0, 0. g; BL, g,mwoL 
(4 +, o”, lo, eo, 9. 



































































































































































I i , ! 
I 
: ’ / 100 
L 
TA5I.E XIX.= CO#TIIUEFD. 
(a) ~6, O", lo, 2', 3' = Qonoluded. 

































































































































=. & 2 
-. 
32 : -:24i 
-.2 7 












$1 --a i ::&I 
5% 
-.2 7 
-.2 7 f 
I: f:f 
-.l 2 































































‘0;; f % ::$03 
1:2$ 
-.2 9 
2 -.2 1 
-.220 
-.20 



















































101 IXACA RM A5lG31 
TABLE XIX.- COITIXUD. 
. 
lb) (LU, tr”, 60, 8, 10’. 
102 
TABLE XIX.- CONTINUED. 
(b) QU, 4'. 60, go, loo - Concluded. 
NACA FM A51G31 
UPPER SURFACE -It SURFACE 
Ssnl- hgls of attack *ngls of attaak 
epan 
da. :zY 40 SQ so 100 40 so so loo 
NACA RN A%CW 103 
. 
TABLE XM.- coI?TnluED. 
(01 (h, 12=, 160. 2o". 2P. 
104 NACA RM A5lG3l 
TABLE XIX.- CONCLUDED. 
. 





hglt of attaak 
LmE?l SURFACE 
Angle of attack 






IFACA RM A51G31. 105 
TA8LE XX.- PRFSSLIRE caFiFFIcIExT5 AT SEVEM SmuSP1w STATIOHB or TEE Vim I& 0.60; a, 5,ooo,ooo. m 
CL) Q, 00, 10, 20, 30. 
mmER 8uRFAoE 
ogle or attack 





106 NACA RM A51G3i 
TABLe XX.- CONTINUED. 
(a) a,, , 1 00 O, 2O, ;P - Conoluded. 
UPPER SURFACE LOVLR 6~~CIE 
Scml- h&S Of attaok tile of attaok 
span 














TABLE xx.- COHTINUED. 
(b) 00, so, 60, go, loo. 
UPPER 8mFAcX muER5uRrmE 
8en1- hgie or dtdt Angle or attaok 
,Pan Percent 









NACA FM A5lG3 
(b) au, 4', 60, go, 10' - Conoludsd. 
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUWACE 
Semi- Angle of attaok bgle oi attack 
span Psrosnt L 





IUCA RM A5lG31 
TA8ra xx.- coxTInUa. 
(0) %, 12O, 14O, 160, w". 
110 NACAFtMA5lG31 
TABLE XX.- CONCLUDED. 
(a) clur 12', 14*, 160, 20' - Concluded. 
uppER SURFACE LOVER BUFLE’ACE 
SSM- Angle of attaak hnglt of attack 
BP- 




























.215 .2 0 
:g .I t 8 
.094 






-.o ii 0  4 -.oer 2 g 




NACA RM A5323 ill. 
TABIS XXI.- PRESSURE COEFPICIEMTS AT SEVER BEKIBPAH STATION'S OT TEE UIliG. +,, 0.25; B, 12,ooO,CkX. 































































































































































































112 NACA RM A51G31 
TA~LBLE: XXI.- CONTINUED. 





hgle of attack 
UWER BWtF’ffiE 






HACA RM A51G31. 
TABBLE XXI.- corn-. 
(b) Q, 400, 60, go, 100. 
114 
TABLE XXI.- CONTINLED. 
NACARM~lG~ 
(b) au, k", 60, go, 10' - Conoluded. 
UPPER SURFACE LmEFt SWACE 
Semi- An@8 of attack h&e oi attaok 
Span Peroent 








NACA RM A51G31 
TABLE XXI.- OONTINED. 
(0) (Lu, 19, lk, izoo. 2k". 




























(0) au, 12', 160, 20'. 24' - Qoncluded. 
UPPER SLIRFACE ImEFl BuRFAaf 
Semi- AlIgl8 of attack hgle oi ettaok 
aPan 




Lmm5URFAcE LCWEFl SUFWAOE 
s!zml- Angle or sttack Augle 0r sttack 
va Pcrccnt 






TABLE XXII.- CONTIN~. 
(a) (LU, o", lo, PO, 3’ - Ooncluded. 
Beml- 
UPPER NJRF~E LmEEi BuF@Ar#E 







c NACA m A5u331 
TABLE XXII.- COWIHUED. 
(b) Q, k", 60, do, 10'. 
mPEu5mFm LmER5Lw~:E 





























































120 MACA RM A5lG31 
TAEtLE XXII.- COHTINUED. 
(b) sr 4O, 60, 8’. loo - a0duded. 













Angle of atteak hngle of attack 
SQ so loo 
O.SJl b/2 
NACARMA3lG31 
TABLE XXII.- CONTINUED. 
I I UPPER StIRFACE -SuRFwE 
I Arwle or attaok I I hglt 0r attack 
0.086 b/2 1 
0.195 b/2 1 ?-:I; 1 - 




TABLE XXII.- CONCLUDED. 
(a) %, 12', l&O, 160, 20' - Oonaluded. 
NACA FM A51G3l 
UPPER HJRFACE LOHERSUFGWE 
Semi- Angle or attaok Angle or attack 
SPa 












10.083 ff e 
2.688 ft 
pressure or/&es 
0.25 chord of NACA 64AOlO section$ 
NACA 64AOlO secllon 
+-----d/.47----------1 
42.294 D/men&s showz in inches 
unless olherwise n&d. 
f&we I.- PIrrn form of the wing 
124 NACA RM A!XG31 
Figure 2.- The model mounted in the Ames 120foot pressure wind tunnel. 
f 
t . * , 
---________ 
__-_-__-__ 0 0 D 0 
4 
0 -----_--- - 
--- 0 0 
.---- T---Ti--zm D o D D 
--------Rows of pressure ortficies on model 
v 
Figure 3.- 71re location of the wall orificies in the Ames /2-foot pressure whd-tunnel test section. 
126 
f Wing suffuce 
Turnf&e covef phfe 








S/of uf roof . 
Fu// se& uf roof 
c 
P/enum chumbef at foof 
. 
P/enum chumbef uwuy 
ffom roof 
. 
Figufe 4.-Cross sections of seveful sea/s at fhe buse of the model 
I , 
.8 
.21 u I--- 
l.? 
c .6 
28 cl 22 
“-4 0 4 8 f2 I6 20 ’ 24 28 32 (for R=4,000,000) 
Angie of attack, 0; d8g 
(0) CL VS Q 
Figure 5.-The effect of Reynolds mm&r on the low-speed aero@Wmic charWe&tiCS. M,, 0.25. 
.8 
CY 
TO4 0 ~04 -08 (for R= 4,000,OOO) 
P ifching-momen f toe fficien f, C, 
(3) C‘ vs cm 
Figure 5. -Con finued. 
I . d . . 
I I I 1 
121 I, , , , , 11 r#-AnannM I I I I I I I I I I I I I b 
----rr=-r,uuv,- I I I I I I I I I I I III b 
I!0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I III ti P 
.L 
0 ,02 .04 .06 .08 JO .I2 .I4 ./6 .I8 -20 (for R=$OOo,OOO) 
&CJg CO8fficieni, c, 
(c) c, vs & 
FigUr8 5.-Concluded. 





\ , . A 
I 
I I 
-R* 4,boo,OUO ----R=8,OQO#OO ----R*/8,000,000 
f-i i i i i i tlT .oLLl.i I 11.1.1 1-l 
0 w4y)ww 0 20406080 oPowwm omw6ow 0.9406080 0 Powme 0.?040W.40100 
Percent chord plxiT-7 
fbl a& 12: 14” 4 
1 
Figure 6. - Cmtinued. 
_c -;-. 
-R=4,Om,OOO -;;sR=8,000,000 --I?-/8#om,om 




















e $ .4 
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4 8 /2 16 20 (for s-to. 0.086td 
Uncorfecfed ong/e of attack, uu, deg 
figure Z-The effect of AeynoMs number on the secfion norm&force 






2 0 ag 
@04 
CI $$ 
QQ s 0 
$-.08 
4 8 12 I6 20 0 4 8 I2 16 PO 0 4 8 I2 16 2’0 
Uncorrected angle of attack, a,, deg -37 
Figure 8.- The variation of the section centers of pressure and the hitching-moment coeff/cenf with angle of attach 
for Reynolds nutnbers of 4,000,000, 8,000,000, and /8,000,000. A&, 0.25. 
, , 
I n 
, * -1 
I.2 
cl R-4,000,Goo 
Gmg cosffklenh C Fifc~mt coeffichn~ Cm 
-4 0 4 8 f2 16 20 24 28 
Angle of attack, a, obg 










~ IO. - The chodwke d&&dim of peswe meffiiwd at sdm wniqM0 sfoths thr smwai angkw of aftock 













. . . 
Percent chord 
(4’ a,, 6: 8: IO’ 





0d?o4060w 0 90106080 0 HIIOGOW ow4ow80 0.?0406080 
Percent chord 
tc) a,, 192: IS: 20’ 


















0 4 d I2 it5 20 24 (for sta. O.O86b/2) 
Uncorrected otigle of uttock, a,, deg 
Figure I I.-- The effect df Reynolds number on the section normot-force caefficlents at seven $em&Un 










ltitS --- . 324 .83/
I6 I i i i i 1 
I I 
qs I I I I I I I I I 
&,, 
t i i i~-i--i~I 
Qc’ I I , 1 i i R~8,000,ooo ’ ’ ’ i i I 
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 0 4 8 12 16 
Uncofrecfed angle of atfac&, au, deg 
Rgwe I2,-Tii vur/iat/on of the se&ion centers of pressure and the pitcbing-momenf coefficient 
mith angle of attack for Reynolds numbers of 4,000,OOO and 8,000,OOO. &, 0.60. 
/ / / / / 
ff,,*S’ Q,.B’ a, -10” 
F;Ipwe W-?i?e development of supersanc flow on the upper surface of the modeland on the tunnel wall w/th increasing 
angle of attack. A&, 0.92; R, 4,000,OOO. 
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 (for MO= 
.&g/e Of OftUCk, a, d8g 




I , , 
I u/ I 
11, , ,I I I, 
IdI IJI 161 
‘34 0 ~04 ~08 (for AI,=O,O8) 
Pitctuhg-moment co8 fflcent, C, 
0) CL vs Cm 
figure /4.- Continu8d 
1 
0 .02 .04 .06 -08 JO .I2 .I4 .I6 .20 (for A$= 0.08) 
Dmg coefftcfent, t$ 
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-71 11 ( 1 [ 11 11 I,, ’ 11, I, 11 






k “‘0 ./ .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .S 10 . 
Figure IS.- The vufiufioff of the /iff and pitching-moment coefficients wifh 




I ! ; ! I ( I 1x1 
‘0 ./ 1 I .2 II .3 I I 
i ! ! 1 ; 
.4 I I .5 I I .6 I
; ] 1 i 
I -7 I II .8 I I I 
Much numbef, M, 





./ 2 .3 .4 3 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 
Much number, M, - 
Figure /Z-T& vuriofion of fh /iff-curve s/ape wifh Much number. 
R, 4,000,000. 




I I I I I I I 
I 
i . I I 
40 
‘0 ./ .2 .3 .4 .5 -6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 
Figwe /&-The vorhfion of the /ocafron of the uefodynumic center with 
Much number. 17,4,000,000. 
./ .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 -9 10 . 
Much number, M, 
Figure /S.-The vuriiufion of the muximum /ift-to-drug fuh'o und fhe lift 




t . 4 l 
b L 
sta. 0.1958 shz 0.3a2! s7a. 0.555# %. 0.7078 
r. . 
~PDWWW ow4oww omwww 0 m4owBo 
f’ercent thud 
IQ ti,,, 4’ 
OEVWWW 0 m4oww 
I 
0 .?o#WW 0 mwwwm 
I l J. a 
--- Crest /ine 
F47om pf.- The biws of constant preesure coefficient on the upper und tower surfaces for severot Mach numbers. 
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“0 ./ .2 -3 .4 .5 .6 .I -8 -9 LO 
Frucfion of semispun, Q 
Figure 22.-The spunwise disfributiun of se&ion norm&force coefficient at 
severul Much numbers for fhree angles of utfuck. R, 4,000,OOO. 
.2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 -9 d 
Fracfion of semispan, ;r 
Figure 23.-The spanwise distribution of louding coefficient ot sever-d Mach numbers. 
I?, 4,000,000. 
b t c f , I 
NACA RM A51G31 
I 
50- 
Q Q- I ! 




=O ./ .2 -3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .s .9 LO 
Mocb number, A$, v 
Figure 24.-The ~ariofim of the secfion centers of pressure wifh Moth numb 
for three ungles of attack. A, 4,000,OOO. 
. 





0 I J/I J/I 
-.P’ ’ ’ ’ 1 ’ ’ ’ ’ 
-4 0 4 8 12 /6 20 2# 28 32 (for sea/ A) 
Angie of utfock, o , deg 
R&7-m 25.- ?i+e effect of vurious se& ot the hse of the mode/ m the 
uemdynumic chcwcler/sfcs uf Much m&e/s of 0.25 und 0.80. 
f?, qoo~ooo. 







-‘TO4 0 -.04 -COB (for seal A) 
PiMing-momen f coefficl’ent , C, 









0 .02 04 .06 .oB JO ./4 .B .20 /for se& A/ 
Drag coefficient, C, 
. 
T 
.: . . ;; 




3 6 -.6 
* B -.4 
8 
P -.2 Hi i i i i i 
IO 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 IO0 
Percent chord 
70 80 90 IO0 
figure 26.- The chordwise disfribufion of pressure coefficieni at 0 086 
b/2 for fhe mode/- furntub/e juncfure se&s A and B. o;, 16:. 
R, 4,000,000. 
. 
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